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 .50-22.50 Mon-Sat, 11.50-20.30 Sun; Gevà) One of Palma's most happening cultural hubs, and one of the few that retains an
air of the city's historic past. It's a classic cultural space with good theatres, live music and other events. Museo d'Art

Contemporani de PalmaMUSEUM (MAC; MAP GOOGLE MAP); www.macmuseum.es; Carrer de Pau Vives;
adult/child/student/child under 6yr €5.50/3.50/3.50/free, after 6pm €4; 10am-7pm Tue-Sat, 11am-3pm Sun) This state-of-the-
art museum houses works by a wide range of artists, from Cubist to contemporary, from the last 100 years. Spanning more than

5500 sq metres of space, the collection is split into six sections. The first is dedicated to the works of Palma-born Joan Miró
(1893–1983), with some 50 canvases, while the second showcases contemporary sculpture and installations. Works by Palma-
born artist Antoni Muntadas (1885–1946) are showcased in the section of the collection dedicated to modern art and sculpture,
followed by a collection of temporary exhibitions. The final three sections cover the world of film, fashion and photography,

with works by some of the city's most renowned artists, including Àngel Arango, Joan Brossa, Antoni Tàpies and Gaspar
Homar. There's also a permanent exhibition devoted to the history of contemporary art in the Balearics. Admission includes

access to the Museo del Celler (see Click here), which has a good collection of its own. Museu de la Ciència i de la
TècnicaMUSEUM (MCT; MAP GOOGLE MAP); www.macmuseum.cat; Carrer d'August 3; adult/child/student/child under
6yr €5/3/3/free; 10am-7pm Tue-Sat, to 3pm Sun) This science museum is one of the largest and most popular in Europe. Its

centrepiece is a 150m long, 40m wide circular hall (the **Gym Hall** ), which is 520fdb1ae7
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